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Introduction
Zero Carbon Headingley launched this survey on local transport in
Headingley in April, publicising it through it’s own memebership, the
Headingley Development Trust membership , and on various social
media. The aim is to gauge local opinion on possible measures to
reduce traffic congestion in the area, and specifically along the A660
corridor.
A total of 286 responses have been received, the vast majority from
residents living in LS6 (65%) and LS16 (26%) postcodes.

•

Plant more trees and shrubs alongside roads

Safer Cycling
The strongest support is for:
•
•
•

A parking ban on cycle lanes
A continuous safe cycle route into Leeds avoiding A660
Continuous segregated cycle lanes along A660

Reducing the Volume of Traffic

Summary of Results
Respondants were asked to give their opinion on proposals on a scale
of 1 (“do not support”) through 3 (“Neutral”) to 5 (“fully support”).
Eight proposals received very strong support with a mean score of
over 4.5 and thirty five proposals had strong support with a mean
score of over 4.0. Only one proposal received a negative response
(less than 3.0) which was to ban all petrol and deisel vehicles within
the outer ring road. A summary of the results follows and a full list of
responses in given in the next section.

A Better Enviroment for Walking

There is very strong support for encouraging greater use of public
transport. Specific measures include:
•
•
•
•

Strict enforcement of parking ban in bus lanes
More feeder bus services at local train stations
New train stations (eg Otley, Pool, Horforth Woodside)
Park and Ride at Lawnswood

There is less enthusism for continuous bus lanes along the A660 by
widening the road, but the idea of a tidal bus lane gets strong support.
Introducing a congestion charge for vehicles coming into Leeds has
slightly less support (score 3.84) but this is still a positive response.

The strongerst support for pedestrian improvements are for:
•
•
•
•
•

Higher priority for pedestrians at crossings
A 20mph speed limit in ALL residential roads
Removing obstacles to walking on pavements
Make pavement parking a fixed penalty offence
Enforce parking restrictions near schools and pedestrian
crossings

Respondants Comments
These were many and varied and hard to summarise. However the
need to enforce speed limits and parking restrictions is seen as a
priority by many. The high cost of public transport is also an issue for
many respondants.
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Q7.4 Some road closures,
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mature trees be considered

Q7.1 Should physically
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segregated lanes be
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